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Abstract The three-dimensional intrahippocampal distribution of axon collaterals of an in vivo filled CA3c
pyramidal cell was investigated. The neuron was filled with
biocytin in an anesthetized rat and the collaterals were
reconstructed with the aid of a NeuroLucida program from
48 coronal sections. The total length of the axon collaterals
exceeded 0.5 m, with almost 40,000 synaptic boutons. The
majority of the collaterals were present in the CA1 region
(70.0%), whereas 27.6% constituted CA3 recurrent collaterals with the remaining minority of axons returning to the
dentate gyrus. The axon arbor covered more than two thirds
of the longitudinal axis of the hippocampus, and the terminals were randomly distributed both locally and distally
from the soma. We suggest that the CA3 system can be
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conceptualized as a single-module, in which nearby and
distant targets are contacted by the same probability
(similar to a mathematically defined random graph). This
arrangement, in combination with the parallel input granule
cells and parallel output CA1 pyramidal cells, appears
ideal for segregation and integration of information and
memories.

Introduction
The CA3 region of the hippocampus is a critical structure
in the generation and maintenance of several hippocampal
physiological and pathological patterns (McNaughton and
Morris 1987; Treves and Rolls 1994), including gamma
oscillations (Csicsvári et al. 2003) and initiation of sharp
waves and interictal spikes (Buzsáki 1986; Buzsáki et al.
1983; Miles and Wong 1983; Wong and Traub 1983).
CA3 pyramidal neurons give rise to extensive axon collaterals that project to both CA3 and CA1 regions, and the
synapses they form represent the overwhelming majority
of intrahippocampal connections (Amaral and Witter
1989). Most anatomical information about the intrahippocampal connectivity derives from bulk injection studies
using anterograde and retrograde tracers. Several previous
studies both in vitro and in vivo used intracellular markers
to explore the axon patterns of hippocampal neurons
(Finch et al. 1983; Ishizuka et al. 1990; Li et al. 1994; Sı́k
et al. 1993; Tamamaki et al. 1988). In most of these
earlier studies, axon collaterals were only partially labeled. Even in cases of in vivo single-cell labeling, the
axon pattern reconstruction with the aid of camera lucida
provided only qualitative data (Li et al. 1994; Sı́k et al.
1993). Understanding the mechanisms of axon growth,
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spatial distribution of terminals, the rules of arborization
and to provide quantitative information for modeling
studies requires a quantitative objective description and
analysis of axon features. Progress in this area of research
has been hampered mostly by the labor intensive data
entry of microscopic data to computerized programs.
However, given the importance of providing quantitative
data on the entire axon tree of neurons in situ, we
reconstructed a well-filled CA3 neuron. The most salient
aspects of the axonal arbor are provided below and the
data base is available for further analysis and insight by
others (ftp.cogpsyphy.hu/wittner/D256_CA3-PC.asc).

Methods
Intracellular recording and labeling of CA3 pyramidal
cells
Sprague–Dawley rats (Hilltop Labs, Scottsdale, PA, USA)
were anesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg; Sigma) and
placed in a stereotaxic apparatus. The body temperature of
the rat was kept constant by a small animal thermoregulation device. The scalp was removed and a small
(1.2 mm · 1.2 mm) bone window was drilled above the
hippocampus (centered at AP = –3.5 and L = 2.5 mm
from bregma, Paxinos and Watson 1982) for extra- and
intracellular recordings. In addition, two bipolar Ni-chrome
stimulating electrodes were implanted to activate input
pathways to area CA3. One electrode was placed in the
contralateral commissural pathway (AP = –1.3, ML = 1.0,
depth = 4.0) and the other placed in the ipsilateral perforant path (AP = –7.1, ML = 3.75, depth = 4.0). Once the
intracellular electrode and extracellular probe tip was
placed in the brain, the bone window was covered by a
mixture of paraffin (50%) and paraffin oil (50%) to prevent
drying of the brain and decrease pulsation. The extracellular probe was advanced into the hilar/CA3 region and
then the intracellular micropipette was advanced into the
CA3 pyramidal layer and a cell was impaled. After the
completion of the intracellular physiological data collection for another experiment, biocytin was injected through
a bridge circuit using 500 ms depolarizing pulses at 0.6–
2 nA at 1 Hz for about 60 min. Neuronal activity was
followed throughout the procedure and the current was
reduced if the electrode was blocked and/or the condition
of the neuron deteriorated. All animal procedures were in
compliance with PHS policy on Humane Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals (Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare, National Institutes of Health) and the Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National Research
Council, Washington, DC, USA) and approved by the
Rutgers University Animal Care and Facilities Committee.
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Histological analysis
Approximately 2 h after the biocytin injection, the animal
was perfused intracardially with physiological saline followed by 300 ml fixative containing 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.05% glutaraldehyde and 0.2% picric acid in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer (PB). The brain was then removed and
postfixed in the same solution overnight. Coronal sections
(70 lm thick) were cut from the dorsal hippocampus on a
Vibroslice, washed with 0.1 M PB, then cryoprotected in
30% sucrose in 0.1 M PB overnight, and freeze-thawed
three times over liquid nitrogen. After extensive washes
with 0.1 M PB sections were incubated in avidin–biotin
horseradish peroxidase complex (ABC, 1:200, Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) for 1.5 h. Biocytin
labeling was visualized by ammonium nickel sulfateintensified 3,3¢-diaminobenzidine-4HCl (DAB, Sigma, St
Louis, MO, USA), as a chromogene. Sections were
mounted on gelatin coated slides and covered with DePeX.
Data deriving from the same cell were included in our
previous study (Wittner et al. 2006).
Analysis of the axonal reconstruction
The NeuroLucida 3.1 program was used for the serial
reconstruction of in vivo intracellularly labeled single CA3
pyramidal cell from 48 consecutive sections (Wittner et al.
2006) over a 4-month period. The reconstruction was made
at 100· magnification. Since we used the same tissue
processing method, we applied the shrinkage correction
factor 1.33 in the X and Y direction, determined by Turner
et al. (1995). Briefly, it was determined by introducing four
100-lm-diameter tungsten microelectrode (2 mm · 2 mm
in lateral and antero-posterior directions) using stereotaxic
coordinates. The rat was perfused, and after tissue processing the middle of the tracks at the same depth in the
hippocampus was determined, and the distances were
measured. Correction factor for the shrinkage of the tissue
in the Z direction was determined by measuring the section
thickness at ten distinct points of ten randomly chosen
sections. The known thickness of the sections (cut at
70 lm) was divided by the average of this measurement,
which gave a correction factor of 5.82.

Results
In vivo intracellularly filled CA3 pyramidal neurons
(n = 34) were inspected for the extent of their axon arbors.
Of this larger series, a single CA3 neuron with extensive
axon collaterals and low background was selected for
reconstruction. The resting potential of the chosen cell was
between –55 and –60 mV with an input resistance of
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81.6 Mohm. The action potential was overshooting (i.e.,
crossed 0 mV). The membrane time constant measured
from the –0.2 nA step was well fit with a single exponential
with a time constant of 29.6 ms (Fig. 1). The CA3 pyramidal cell was spontaneously firing in single action potentials (Fig. 1e), and showed a hyperpolarization in response
to sharp wave burst, simultaneously recorded with an
extracellular electrode in the vicinity of the cell. In response
to depolarizing currents pulses the cell usually responded
with a short burst of action potentials and a large slow
afterhyperpolarization (Fig. 1a). Antidromic activation of
the CA3 pyramidal cell by stimulating the contralateral
commissure elicited unit discharges of similar form at short
latency (approximately 2 ms, Fig. 1c). Ipsilateral perforant
path stimulation usually resulted in mixed excitation and
inhibition of the CA3 pyramidal cell. After a ~30 ms
hyperpolarization the cell generated single action potentials
or in some cases bursts of action potentials (Fig. 1d).
The axon arborization of this intracellularly labeled cell
was reconstructed with the aid of NeuroLucida program
from 48 sections in the ipsilateral dorsal hippocampus. The
cell body and dendrites were confined to the border of
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CA3c/CA3b region (Figs. 2a, 3) in the middle third of the
antero-posterior axis of the hippocampus (Fig. 3c, d). We
were able to reconstruct a long and complex axon arbor
starting from the cell body (Fig. 4c), as well as a number of
separate, short, branching or not branching axonal segments. In accordance with previous studies (Ishizuka et al.
1990; Li et al. 1994), the majority of the axon collaterals
were found in the CA1 and CA3 regions, covering more
than two thirds of the longitudinal length of the hippocampus (Fig. 3c, d; see movie in Supplementary Material).
As described earlier in similarly labeled CA3 neurons (Li
et al. 1994), the main axon ramified close to the soma, and
gave several main collaterals (Figs. 2b, c, 4c). The relatively thick main axon collaterals projected toward the
CA1 region or the dentate gyrus as well as gave thinner
collaterals that arborized in the CA3 region (Fig. 2c). The
axon collaterals projecting to the CA1 region followed the
curve of the pyramidal cell layer (Fig. 3b), and no collaterals were observed to cross the hippocampal fissure.
Marking the main axon collaterals with different colors
(Fig. 4), it became visible that these collaterals provide
innervation for quite a large area, crossing region borders

Fig. 1 Physiological properties
of the reconstructed CA3
pyramidal cell. a The neuron
responds to a depolarizing
current injection with a short
burst of action potentials and a
strong slow
afterhyperpolarization.
b Average response to
hyperpolarizing current
injections (three sweeps per step
from –0.2 to –1.0 nA).
c Contralateral commissural
stimulation results in antidromic
activation of the CA3 pyramidal
cell at approximately 2 ms.
Nine sweeps are overlaid.
d Ipsilateral perforant path
stimulation results in mixed
excitation and inhibition of the
CA3 pyramidal cell. Nine
sweeps are overlaid. e The CA3
pyramidal cell is inhibited
during a sharp wave (SPW)
burst (arrow). The upper trace
is the extracellular trace
recorded near the CA3
pyramidal cell. The lower trace
is the corresponding
intracellular membrane
potential over the same period
of time in the pyramidal cell
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Fig. 2 Light micrographs of the
reconstructed CA3 pyramidal
cell. a The cell body is situated
at the CA3c/b border. b Light
micrograph shows the wellfilled boutons of the cell,
located in the str. radiatum of
the CA1 region. c The thick
main axon collateral (7th and
8th order) emits thin local
collaterals (8th and 9th order) in
the str. radiatum of the CA3
region. PCL pyramidal cell
layer. Scale bars a 20 lm, b and
c 10 lm

Fig. 3 NeuroLucida
reconstruction of the CA3
pyramidal cell. a Coronal view
of the entire axon arbor. Green
triangle shows the location of
the cell body, the axons are
white, the dentate granule cell
layer is marked with yellow line,
CA1-3 pyramidal cell layer with
red line. D dorsal, V ventral,
L lateral, M medial, A anterior,
P posterior. b This rotated view
shows that CA3 pyramidal cell
axon collaterals follow the
curve of the cornu Ammonis.
c View of the axon arbor from
dorsal. d View from medial

(Fig. 4a, b). Although the innervated field is considerable,
note, that the overlap is partial. For example the yellow
collateral was confined mainly to the CA3 and to a small
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extent to the neighboring CA1 region. The dark blue collateral projected mostly to the far CA1 region, whereas the
red one returned to the dentate gyrus (Fig. 4a).
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Fig. 4 Color coded
NeuroLucida drawing of the
reconstructed axon arbor. a The
main axon collaterals are
marked with different colors,
corresponding to the branches
of the axogram (b). The outline
of the hippocampus shows a
section at the level of the cell
body. b The axogram shows a
strikingly ramifying axon arbor,
with collateral routes as long as
22 mm. c The ramification
system of the main collaterals
with higher magnification. The
cell body is marked with grey.
PCL pyramidal cell layer.
Scales a 1 mm, c 200 lm

The axogram (Fig. 4b) showed a strikingly complex
branching pattern, with several collaterals covering a distance of approximately 22,000 lm from the soma. The
total length of the reconstructed axon collaterals was
508,564 lm. The main axon arbor (shown on Fig. 4b) had
a total length of 476,709 lm, whereas the total length of
remaining axonal segments was 28,155 lm. The main axon
arbor displayed 360 branching points with the closest
being128 lm and the farthest being 21,009 lm from the
soma. Figure 5 shows the number of nodes relative to the
distance from the cell body. The majority of the nodes were
located within 10,000 lm of the cell body, and a second
peak was present at about 15,000 lm. The axonal segment
analysis of the main axon arbor demonstrates a very heavy
ramification as evidenced by the observation that the cell
displayed a considerable number of axonal segments of
10th to 20th order (Fig. 6a). By plotting the total length of
axonal segments relative to their order, the distribution
pattern seemed to be very similar to the number of axonal
segments relative to their order (Fig. 6b). The average

length of different order axonal segments appeared to be
uniform (with large variance), with the exception of the
first two segments (Fig. 6c).
The total number of boutons was 39,215, giving rise to
potentially the same number of synapses (Shepherd and
Harris 1998; Sorra and Harris 1993; Wittner et al. 2006),
with an average interbouton interval of 5.5 ± 4.3 lm
(mean ± stdev). The majority of the axon terminals
(70.0%) were located in the CA1 region, 27.6% in the CA3
region, while 2.4% of the boutons were found in the dentate gyrus (Table 1). The axon collaterals projecting to the
dentate gyrus were mainly confined to the hilus, except two
collaterals, one of which entered the granule cell layer of
the lower blade, and the other traversed the str. granulosum
and gave off several branches in the str. moleculare of the
upper blade of the dentate gyrus. Although some clustering
of the axon terminals were observed in association with the
groupings of the branching points (Fig. 5), i.e., the density
of the boutons showed a local increase around the nodes,
the terminals were more or less similarly and unevenly
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Fig. 5 Distribution of the branching points (black) and the number of
boutons (grey) as a function of distance from the cell body. Note two
overlapping peaks, one at 5 mm and an other one at 15 mm. The peak
in the bouton distribution might suggest the presence of long axonal
segments at 10 mm from the soma

distributed in both the vicinity of the cell body and at more
distant layers, suggesting that the neuron may contact
postsynaptic targets randomly. The large number of the
boutons at ~10 mm axon length from the soma without
large numbers of nodes suggest the presence of long axonal
segments. This observation is not contradictory with the
observation that the average length of different order axonal segments is uniform, since the same order axonal
segments can be located at different distances from the cell
body.
In agreement with previous studies (Ishizuka et al. 1990;
Li et al. 1994; Wittner et al. 2006), most of the boutons
were present in the str. radiatum and str. oriens of the cornu
Ammonis, but notable differences were found between the
CA3 and the CA1 region. In the CA3 region 56.0% of the
terminals were in the str. radiatum and 28.8% in the oriens,
of the collaterals projecting toward the CA1 region only
10.7% were in the str. lacunosum-moleculare, and only
4.5% of the collaterals were observed to traverse the CA3
str. pyramidale. Most of the CA3 projections were present
septally from the cell body. In contrast, in the CA1 region,
the overwhelming majority of the axon collaterals (94.2%)
was found in the str. radiatum, only 3.0% in str. oriens,
0.4% in the lacunosum-moleculare and 2.4% in the str.
pyramidale. The distribution of axon terminals along the
antero-posterior axis of the hippocampus was inhomogeneous (Fig. 7). In contrast to the mainly septally projecting
CA3-bound collaterals, most axon branches in the CA1
region were emitted caudal to the cell body. The relatively
few collaterals that returned to the dentate hilus were more
symmetrically distributed in the septo-temporal axis, relative to the cell body (Fig. 7).
The number of axon terminals and arbors came to a
relatively abrupt halt in the caudal direction. However,
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Fig. 6 Analysis of axonal segments of different order. a Distribution
plot showing the number of axonal segments of different order. b The
total length of axonal segments of different order shows similar
distribution to the number of axonal segments (a). c The average
length of axonal segments of different order is uniform, except first
and second order axonal segments

it remained ambiguous whether this reflected the true
in vivo pattern of the axon arbor of the neuron or the
staining in the more caudal sections were not sufficient for
the identification of more caudally directed fibers. The
complete reconstruction of the neuron is available in
NeuroLucida format for further quantification and modeling studies (ftp.cogpsyphy.hu/wittner/D256_CA3-PC.asc).
Three video files are also available which show the rotating reconstructed axon arbor (ftp.cogpsyphy.hu/wittner/
D256_slow.avi; D256_medium.avi; D256_quick.avi).
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Table 1 Regional distribution of the axon terminals of a single CA3
pyramidal cell
Region

Layer

Number
of axon
terminals

Dentate gyrus

hilus

857
34

0.1

str. moleculare

44

0.1

935

2.4

str. oriens

3,122

8.0

491

1.2

str. radiatum

6,070

15.5

str. lacunosummoleculare

1,158

3.0

10,841

27.6

str. pyramidale

Total
CA1

2.2

str. granulosum
Total
CA3

Proportion
relative
to the total
number of
terminals (%)

str. oriens

809

2.0

str. pyramidale

661

1.7

25,848

65.9

121

0.3

27,439

70.0

str. radiatum
str. lacunosummoleculare
Total

Fig. 7 Inhomogeneous distribution of CA3 pyramidal cell boutons
along the antero-posterior axis of the hippocampus. Boutons in the
CA3 region (blue) are more numerous anterior to the cell body,
whereas boutons in the CA1 region (red) are located mostly posterior
to the cell body. The projection to the dentate gyrus (green) is
symmetric. A anterior, P posterior, S soma

Discussion
We have provided a quantitative description of the axon
arbor of an in vivo filled CA3 pyramidal cell. Although
some previous studies have also presented three-dimensional layouts of CA3 axon collaterals (Finch et al. 1983;
Li et al. 1994; Sı́k et al. 1993), most cells in those studies
were only partially labeled and only qualitative information

was available from the camera lucida drawings. Our
reconstruction provides the first quantitative data on an
in vivo filled hippocampal neuron.
The CA3 region is considered to be a critical part of the
hippocampal formation because of its hypothesized
involvement in memory storage and retrieval (Hasselmo
et al. 2002; Squire 1992; Treves and Rolls 1994). CA3derived excitatory terminals make up more than 80% of all
intrahippocampal synapses (Amaral and Witter 1989) and
the recurrent collaterals are responsible for generating a
variety of hippocampal population patterns (Buhl and
Buzsáki 2005; Buzsáki et al. 1992; Buzsáki et al. 1983;
Konopacki et al. 1988). However, the CA3 region is not
homogeneous. Although excitatory recurrent collaterals are
considered to be the hallmark of the CA3 region, the share
of recurrent collaterals varies systematically in the CA3ab-c axis. Whereas most axon collaterals of CA3a and the
more distant CA3b neurons give rise to extensive recurrent
collaterals that are confined to the CA3 region, pyramidal
cells in the CA3c subarea are mostly projection neurons,
with most collaterals destined to the CA1 region (Ishizuka
et al. 1990; Li et al. 1994). In agreement with these previous reports, the majority of the collaterals of our reconstructed CA3c/b neuron was found in the CA1 region. In
addition, a small fraction of collaterals returned to the
dentate gyrus, including the granule cell layer and str.
moleculare (Li et al. 1994). The analysis of the main collaterals of all the neurons examined (including the reconstructed cell) showed that typically more than one
collateral projects to any of the target regions and with
overlapping projection fields. One can only speculate about
the significance of this novel finding. Multiple routes to the
same target population and/or potential convergence on the
same set of neurons is an indication of parallel, convergent
excitation. It may also be regarded as a safety mechanism
in case of axon collateral damage in disease. These
mechanisms assume that the action potential, generated at
the axon initial segment, invades the total axon arbor and
induce neurotransmitter release at each of the 40,000
boutons. Alternatively, the action potential propagation in
individual main axons may be affected by mechanisms
such as ephaptic effects (for review see Jefferys 1995),
branch point failures (Grossman et al. 1979; Luscher and
Shiner 1990a, b) or modulation of ion channel activity, in
which case this arrangement could constitute the basis for a
differential regulation of CA3 activity distribution in the
various hippocampal regions and subareas.
The modular organization of the hippocampus has long
been debated (Amaral and Witter 1989; Andersen et al.
1969, 2000; Hampson et al. 1999; Redish et al. 2000). In
agreement with previous two-dimensional reconstruction
of CA2-3 cells (Ishizuka et al. 1990; Li et al. 1994;
Tamamaki et al. 1988), we did not observe any systematic
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patterning of the axon arbors along the longitudinal axis of
the hippocampus. Instead, the terminals were distributed
relatively homogeneously and covered more than two
thirds of the length of the hippocampus. Similar observations have been reported on in vivo filled mossy cells of the
dentate gyrus (Buckmaster et al. 1996). The extensive
homogenous bouton distribution with the convergence of
the main axon collaterals suggests that CA3 neurons can
contact nearby and more distantly located target CA3 and
CA1 neurons with more or less the same probability. This
constant probability of connection between CA3 pyramidal
cells implies that the entire CA3 system can be viewed as a
strongly connected random graph (Muller et al. 1996), an
ideal substrate for forming random connections necessary
for episodic memory (Kanerva 1988).
The homogeneity of the bouton distribution with the
random probability of connections supports the hypothesis
that the hippocampus could be conceptualized as a giant
single-module (Fig. 8). The most important entry point to
this hippocampal module is the granule cells of the dentate
gyrus (‘‘input layer’’), characterized by high density,
sparse parallel connections to the CA3 targets and no
recurrent excitation among granule cells. Similarly, there is
very little recurrent excitation present among the members
of the output layer (CA1 pyramidal cells). Sandwiched
between these two parallel systems lies the large CA3
recurrent-associational system (‘‘hidden layer’’) with an
estimated five to ten billion random synaptic connections
(using an estimated 250,000 CA3 pyramidal cells). Computational structures with these features are expected to
perform sequential pattern segregation and pattern integration, the two critical ingredients of memory storage and
recall (L}
orincz and Buzsáki 2000; Treves and Rolls 1994).
These conceptualized operations are segregated also by
anatomical space. The dentate gyrus is thought to perform
pattern segregation, serving to distinguish between places/

Fig. 8 The CA fields of the hippocampus form a random graph. The
dentate gyrus (green)—as input region of the hippocampus—gives
local parallel connections to the CA3 region. The CA3 region (blue),
beside forwarding the information to the CA1 region, makes a
considerable recurrent excitation with its highly connected axonal
system. The output CA1 region (red) also shows local parallel
connections
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objects/situations with overlapping features, whereas the
CA3 region would do pattern integration, i.e., maintaining
stable representation reconstructed from fragmentary input
information.. Together with the ‘‘novelty detector’’ CA1
region, the hippocampus is an ideal region for cognitive
mapping and storing and recalling episodic memories (for
review see: Martin and Clark 2007; McNaughton et al.
2006).
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